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EFFECT OF TURBULENCE OIN THE HF1AT TRANSFER 
COEFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION AROU1D A 

CYLINDER NORL TO AIR FLOW 

INTRODUCTION 

The effect of turbulence on the local heat 

transfer coefficient distribution about a cylinder 

normal to an air stream was determined at two Reynolds 

numbers. This was deemed advIsable because several 

previous investiators had obtained the local heat 

trensfer coefficient variation neglecting the effect 

of turbulence whereas another had determIned the 

effect of turbulence on the total coefficient. 
The present investigation was carried out 

using a wind tunnel with a six by eIghteen inch 

woring section. Local heat transfer coeffIcIents 

expressed as Nusselt numbers were determined by 

messuring the condensation rate of stesm in sectors 

subtendin 3G degree arxlec inside a two-inch 

copper pipe. Th.i BIpe could be rotated to expose 

the sectors to different positIons relatIve to the 

direction of flow. It was placed nor:cnal to the air 

flow in the working section of the tunnel. Turbulence 

was generated by slats one inch wide placed or. two- 

inch centers and mounted ten Inches urstrearn of the 

experimental tube. A hot wIre wakeangle instrument 
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was used to measure the itens1ty of turbulence. 

The local heat transfer coefficient dIstribution 

for two Reynolds nwnbers and two intensities of 

turbulence are GIven by the following table. 

Local Nu. No. 

Degrees from front of Tube 

Re No .Turb . Level 18° 900 1C 2° Average Nu No. 

35,500 2.65 21B 126 199 16 
5,5OO 27% 2'79 193 165 211 
106,800 2,6' 366 325 443 360 
106,800 27( 551 431 340 456 

These results show that the minimum lôcal coefficient 

at abnormally high turbulence occurs at the rear of 

the cylinder whereas the normal position for the minimum 

Is at the side. 

A short historical Introduction is offered 

as a background for the experimental work. This is 

followed by discussion of the theories of heat transfer, 

flow about a cylinder, and the nature of turbulence. 

A more complete discussion of turbulence is included 

in the anpendix. After an experimental section whIch 

includes a detailed description of the eIpment, 

procedure, and calculations, the main results are 

presented and discussed. Ar itemized list of Important 

observations comorises the conclusions, 
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HISTORICAL INTRODTJCTIO 

Lohrlach, as early as 192G, studIed the 

effect of fluid velocity on mass transfer to a fluid 

stream from local sections of t cjlinder. He converted 

hi3 mass transfer data to heat transfer coefficient& 

by Colburri's heat transfer factor, j His work 

indicated that the mthimun I'usselt number occurred at 

the sides of the tube witI the aximu. at the front 

at low Reynolds numbers. With increasing Reynolds 

number the rear coefficient increases more rapidly 

than those for the front or sides, eventually becoming 

larger tban the front coefficient. Figure 1 shows the 

results of Lohrisch plotted on polar coordinate paper. 

Small (9) measured local temperatures in a tubo 

well with a thermopile from which he calculated the 

local heat flux and heat transfer coefficients. 

Drew and Ryan (4) obtained actual heat 

transfer data by condersing steam insIde a tubo 

sectioned with fins. The condensate from each 

section was collected arid measured, and from this 

they calculated the local heat transfer coefflclent, 

The results obtained were similar to those of Lobriech. 

Other investigators wo have studied the 

effect of the Reynolds number on local transfer 
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coefficients have Included Winding atad Cheney (10) 

who observed the deformation, b of a 

cast nnpthalene cylinder in an air strea: to obtain 

mass transfer coefficIents. These were converted to 

beat transfer coeff1ccnta by the j factor. This 

method eliminated transfer between sections, hut if 
sufficient napthnleno is removed to allow accurate 

measurement of the entire tube, the shape assumed by 

the tube would probably alter the flow charaeeristics 
about it. The results of these workers are plotted 

on rectangular coordlnate paper in Figure 2 for com- 

parison. 
The effect of turbulence on the overall 

coefficient was studied by Reiher, who passed air 
tiwou:h a turbulence promoting grid ahead of hie 

experimental tube. He reported increases in the 

overall heat transfer coefficIent of 50 to 1OO5. 

Unfortunately, he dId not characterize or define the 

turbulence produced. Comings, et. al (3 r.lO'77) 

proposed that such a large increase ma3r have been 

caused by an increase n the local velocity nbout 

the tube due to a jet from the tube bundle (grid). 

The work of Comings et. al (3 p.1077) showed 

the overall coefficient could be correlated with the 

turbulence of the assth stream with the equation: 
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- (0.63 0.07) 
Nu - 25.6 ( 

'75O, .. 0S. 
where the symbols are as shown on page3 of the Appendix. 

Note that the geometry of the turbulenoe generator has 

no beartn other than its effect on the turbulence level. 
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THEORETICAL COTJSIDERATTON3 

Tbere are two factors to be considered in the 

treatent of heat transfer to a strem f1owin past a 

tube: the transmission of heat troni the condensing 

stream in the tube to the passinr, air or!d the nature of 

flow near and around the tube. The former is almost 

completely dependent on the latter. 

Heat transfer: ConsIdering heat transmission 

at any point and neglecting radiant beat for the present, 

the resistances affcctin the rate of' heat transfer for 

tLis case were the steam film, the tithe wall, and the 

boundary layer and main stream resIstance. The 

individual coefficIents of these resistances may be 

coiibined to give te overall coeffIcient, U: 

i i + x 

The values of the individual steam and tube 

wall coefficients aro so large as compared to the local 

coefflelents of the boundary layer that tLey may be 

neglected and the local boundary coefficient, hb, 

assunied equal to U. Thus hb at any point becomes 

equal to the ratio of the heat flux across the wall at 

that point to the total drIving force between the 

condensing steam and the ambient aIr. Fence: 



q 

b - 

The heat transferred by radiation may be 

expressed with the eouat ion: 

- 0,173 A [((;.j4 - 

Boundary layer Formation: If an obstruction, 

suci as a cylinder or a flat plate, is placed in a 

wind strea:, it exerts a new frictional force with 

Which the fluid iust attaIn equilibrium. The attain- 

ment of equiiibriu results In the formation of a 

boundary layer as conceived by Prandtj1 p.48). This 

boundary layer should not be confused with the laminar 

film w1cb is a permanent feature of any fully 

established fiov pattern. 

Consider a thin pinte rlaced in the nath of a 

uniform air stream as in Figure 3 At the front edge 

where the streamline abruptly contacts the edge of the 

plate there is a steep velocity gradient causing a large 

vi$Couß force which retards the adjacent filaments. Hence 

a thin layer, a-a, is formed wthin which the viscous 

forces have brought about a substantial velocity change. 

As the stream lines move past the surface, the retarding 
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effect of the viccous forces penetrates deeper into 

the su'rounding fluid as siown by the deliaitatthg 

houndary a-a, beyond which the strea1ines are 

practically unaffected. There is a steep velocIty 

gradient in this boundary layer from ua, the velocIty 

of the main strean, to zero at the plate edge. It 
bas been found (5 r.4) that the thickness of such a 

'iscous layer must he of the order of magnitude of the 

square root of the 'roduct of kinematic viscosity and 

the dictance from the most upstre. portion divided by 

the square root of the air speed, I.e. g _________ 

As the thiokress of' the laminar layer 

increases, both the velocity gradient and the friction 

decrease to a point where the flow in the boundary 

layer ceases to be lamInar and becomes turbulent in 

nature This is illustrated in Figure 4 

The delimiting boundary Ic a-a, on the 

stream side of which the velocity remains u T1e 

velocity curve In the turbulent portion of the boundary 

layer is a-b, while the flow Immediately adjacent to 

the plate continues to be laminar as exemplif led by 

the strai'ht line velocity curve h-o. 

The point where turbulent flow in the boundary 

layer commences may be charncterIzd by a dimensIonless 
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rumber of ti'e Reynolds type, UbX or 'b Y 

V- V-. 

Obviously, then, wheti'er turbulent flow occurs or not, 

will depend on the main stream velocity, size of the 

obstruction in the longitudinal direction, and the 

kinematic viscoatty of the passing fluid. 
Flow around a cylinder: The same phenomena 

occur in f1ov around a cylinder as in flow past a flat 
plate, with the additIonal phenomenon of separation. 

As the boundary layer on a cylinder moves downstream 

and becomes thicker, the velocity (;radient decreases 

and may vanish with reversai of flow occurring near 

the wall due to the retarding effect of pressure on 

the flow. T1is reversal causes separation of the flow 

from the surface and resulting burblthg and turbulence 

around the surface from that point on downstream. 

With seraration, two symmetrical vortIces will 
for:'. directly behind the cylinder, ard Increase in 

size with increasing .. Reynolds nurber until they are 

swept into the downetreaLl wse which will then consist 

of a series of vortex paIrs. Von Karman showed such a 

system to be unstable, but with certain spncing a 

* When the ratio of cross stream distance between the 
center lines of the vortex paths to the distance 
between vortices in the same path equals 

0.2806 
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system of alternate vortices will be stable. The 

effect of the Reynolds number on such vortex formation 

is depicted in FIgure 6 whIch ShOWS sketches made from 

photographic studies (7 p.219) of fluid flow about a 

cylthder. 

When the motion of the boundary layer becomes 

eddying, there Is a more intimate ì1xing of the air 

particles, and the drIving action of the outer layer 

an the boundary layer by momentum transfer ushes the 

boundary layer further along the surface before sepa- 

ration tskes place. Obviously, then, the eater the 

turbulence of the main stream, the greater will he Its 

effect upon the boundary layer separation polrt, pushing 

It further and further downstream, 

Nature of Turbulence: Turbulence may be 

described as the fluctuation with time of the velocity 

at any point in fluId stream about some mean velocity. 

ore precisely, turbulence or intensIty of turbulence 

is defined as the ratio of the root mean square 

fluctuatinr: velocIty to the mean velocity at any point. 

The decay of turbulence a It proees down- 
stream is quite ra1d, until the ratio of the distance 

downstrea to the wire diameter of the turbulence 

promoter reaches about 400 (8 p.3). This Is shown 

graphically by FIgure 5. The pattern of the turbulence 
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promoting Tnembers edsts downstres: for nhofc sixty- 

five wire dIaìeters. Upon consiertion of tee two 

facts, it hecone parent thnt bnormn11y high 

trb'1ence levels obtrined by obstrictions in n 

air stream are non-isotropic. 

Dryden et. al. (6 p.5) ef1ne scale factor, 

L,as: L: 
wbere R is the correlatIon coefficient, 

vx 

and y is the dIstance between the correlated eddie.. 

It might he noted in passing that the scale of 

turbulence increases with distance downstream from 

the grId herea the intensity of turbulence decreases. 

A more complete presentation of the theories 

of turbulent flow is included in the aendix, 
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EXPRILTTAL 

Equipment: The experimental aoaratu 

consisted of two eiemeritr. The expermentl tube with 

its apnurteances far deter:ithing the heat trnfer 

coefficients, and n forcer' draft wInd tunnel arid 

auxiliaries for creating and characteriziri. a fluid 

flow. 

Air was supplied by an American #500E b1oer 

capable of producing 13,500 CFM at a static pressure of 

6" of water gage when running at 1,255 RPI. The blower 

was drIven bT a O horsepower, 1,750 PM U.S. Autostart 

motor. Power was' transmitted by a sheave and v-belt 

arrangement such that the speed of the blower was 

1,243 RP when 60 cycle currest was supplied. Air 

velocity was controlled with a sliding damper on the 

fan Inlet. 

The tunnel proper was constructed of one- 

half Inch Douglas fir plywood in six sections foi' ea 

of handling. The ends of eac setIon were framed with 

1" X sash stock wich served as flanges for bolting 

the sections together. The first section, containing a 

honeycomb, was an exception in that it was bolted 

directly to the blower through the sides, but it was 

flanged for connection to the next tunnel section. 
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The entIre turmel was supported by four standards. 

The aseib1ed tunnel corsted of fIve 

fìnotlonal parts: (1) honeycomb, (2) 1nitI1 ex- 

puIon section, (3) accelerator, (4) workIn': section, 

and (5) final expansion sectIon. The air first 

ertered the honeycomb which we made uo of i:ciiing 

tubes one inch in diameter by eiteen inches in 

length. The purpose of tis was to remove large 

swirls and eddies induced by the fan. The at ... r then 

entered the iritia1 expansion section where its 

velocity was decreEsed to about one-ffth the blower 

exit velocity. It then passed throuih a 20..rnesh 

screen ïrto an accelerating; section to a 6" 

v.îorking section. The purpose of the de-accoleration, 
oassage through a screen, and subsequent accelerntion 

wn to provide a uniform velocity of low turbulence in 

the working section. Fron the working section the air 

went through the final expansion section to reduce 

exit losses , Figure 7 is a line drawing of the 

asseabled tmne1 giving inside dImensions. Photographs 

of the tunnel and equipment are mounted on pages 20& ÍL. 

The general equipment set p Is depicted in Pig. 8. 

The experimental tube was fabricated from 

standard two-incb capper p:Lpe, 2.06 thob Inside 

diareter with a wall thickness of' 0.158 Inches. 
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1Jie of wind tunnel looking upstream 
from orking sectlo':i. 

View of wInd tunnel looking downstream 
from acceleratlnrr section. 
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Side View of tunnel showing parts of the initial 
and final expansion sections, acceleration section, 
and working section. 

View of instru::ent ioard Shows steam pressure 
manometer, mercury traps, condensate level indicators, 
variac, potentiometer. 
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A four-inch 1enth was thclexec5 to ten euaI sections 

around the internal periphery and grooved b: 2and 

siapIrg to recoliJo 1/16" x 1/4" x 4" fins. Un- 

fortunately the indexing and shaping vere not hot1 done 

on the ssme lathe, with the result that all sectors 

were not exactly eqiia1. Copper fins were fitted into 

the 1ots and brazed In with Sil-Fos. A brase ring 

three-eighths of an inch high :s machined to f tt 

snugly agaInst fin edres and brazed to the bottom 

three-eights inches of eac fin so as to form a darn 

for each. sector, thus the bottom of the dam was level 

with the ottom of the ezoerìiental sectio4. Lengths 

of three-eighths inch coDper tubin, were then brazed 

in at the bottom of each sector to serve as con- 

ciensate drains. These were brought down through a 

bottom guard section of the two-inch copper pipe and 

extended outside for two inches. 

The bottom guard section was a nine-inch. 

ece of the two-Inch copper pipe brazed to the bottom 

of the experimental section. While rakIng run, 

saturated steam was circulated in it to prevent 

conder sate from forming in the collection tubes. 

Directly above the experimental section was htazed 

a five-inch length of the copper pipe fitted with a 

1/16" plate at the floor having a one-inch hole 
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c*rrounded by a cøpper di'j Gfl1if tneli. tn 1eht 
witch e.11ived c * stei: cheet an6 top *rd eecttorn. 

A 1" X ir Wfl2 3.*O& flbOVe the ona4n,h bou 

to ppevt øoedensste froi dripping %nto the ezpst. 

fltT1 ecttor. ten enteed the theft f'om 

tttet, *cee to tht etc .. rtent1 eectto tbrou 

tL4 )re-thci; upethç,. Condcwate fz'oa tbe s*lle of the 

L%tcn CheSt W* dxtni frin the thert f1>or 1'y a 

V1G4 øopper tue 1.$dtni put the **'pørrient1 ectton 

Into the bottom uar3 eettm The 1k/O venti' sere 

1woutt out fr obove two d1am.trtc*y opoi*d tino 

of the experincnt*i tectton. ¶!ee wna o 

øotrißti v*n$.dpatn frou tìc bottoi na3 cection. 

The tp of the te; thet ws covered tth a 

øopper plato to w:1oi Q 3/4 cO$ WOO brflZe. One 

en of thc crern wta conrocted to th nteai n1y, s 
thti pl.seed tn the path o? the eitertng 

t3teorn t)3p0o* $notber1 end tbe third iiu plugged. 

Conetruettcn detiefle are $hn tn tç**e 

nctmter vtre wei ùo1ere6 ¶n "tIne" 

T rnher ur 7 O OOro eopper *tro attached et 

tL* top of the ttbe for obtetniag the ter*reture of 

the ondenotn 8teû. The tert f9& e uo he 

refe.e a the acotor ttetrz two scttrni f!w Thte 

senthp. wtil be continued henceforth * 
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Steam was reduced from 65 pdg to about 

0.5 thebes of' water gage, passed through a water trap, 

and then superheated to approxinte1y 213°F. with a 

variac controlled electric heater just before entering 

the exoerimental tube. 

The tube Was mounted in the working; section 

so it ou1d be readily rotated. It was supported by a 

clamp hearing, on the top of the tunnel. The tube was 

located ten inches downstream in the working section, 

and the four inch experimental section was centered in 

t'e 6" x 18" tunnel section. 

The condensate wa draIned from the experimental 

section through the bottom guard seettori to a mercury 

non-return tra- from which it was collected in a 

burette. Â glass tee was placed ahead of the mercury 

trap from which a stand pipe was brought out to 

imdicate the liquId level in the sump (guard section). 

All connections were made with Tygon tubing. This 

allowed visual inspectIon if air was trapped in the 

lines. Sufficient pla: wa left to allow the tubo to 

he rotated about 9O without chan1ng connections. 

The mercury tz'ap served a two-fold purpose. 

First, It kept the liquid level up in the sump while 

actual collection took place below it, and, second, 

it prevented aIr from being drawn into the system in 
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case of a negative pressure change in the steaìr supply. 

A sketch of a single collection syste is shovn tri 

Figure 11. 

During the preliminary runs five 6-ineh side 

em test tubes and one 2-inch side arm tube were used 

for collecting the condensate. However, the snall 

test tubes were not satisfactory, as the amount of 

mercury displaced from the water tube was sufficient 

to cause an ap'eciable change in the mercury head. 

Later only two collection systems were used. )no 

was the 8irich test tube and the other utilized a 

3-inch diameter jar. 

Turbulence was generated by nine " X l X 6" 

slats xnounted on two inch centers in 

which was readily removable froni the 

frane matched the end flanges of the 

accelerattng soctons so it could be 

them. Figure 12 is a photograph of 

generstor. 

a x 18" frame 

tunnel. The 

working and 

bolted between 

the turbulence 

easurement of Turbulence: Turbulence was 

measured in the manner developed by Schubauer (3) wIth 

a hot-wire wake angle instrument. Figure 13 Is n 

sketch o the Instrument probe. This was mounted in a 

ball hearing support for mounting and rotating in the 

tunnel. Figure 14 Is a photograph of the assembled 
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FTCURE 12 TUEBULNCE GEWRATOR 
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thstrumerit. 

It has been found that with increasing 

turbulence the width of the heated wake of a hot wire 

increases, indicating a relation between the rate of 

diffusion and the degree of turbulence of the air 

Stream. 

For laminar, uniform, flow, assuming the 

heated wirets diameter is so small as to be negligible, 

the temperature distributIon at points not too close 

to the wire* Is Iven by the equation, 

.2 ,'cv 
- 

e 

whore: 

y dIstance across wake measured from conter 
X : distance downstream from wIre 

¿T = temperature rise at any point 
T max = «aximum temperature rIse at the point (x,O) 

V = air speed 
P density of air 
C snecific heat of aIr at conctant presure 
k thermal conductivity of air 

The finite size of the wire, the conduction of heat In 

the X direction and the effect of the wire on flow In 

Pev 2 Is large. --That is, the quantity 
2k 
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the wake have been neglected. 

If the stream is turbulent, there is an 

apparent conductivity, (k B,) where B is the eddy 

conductivity due to the turbulence. Hence the above 

equation 'Hecomes: 

- y2pcv 
AT o e B)ii (7) 

The width of the heated wake at half the 

maximurri temperature chanco is selected to represent 

the width characteristic of the wake. Hence: 
YPCV 

e K X 

where y represents the half width, and 2y then represents 

the width characteristic. Changing to angular measure 

and solving for oÇ , the total angle subtended at 

the wire by the wake width at T ? for laninar 

flow: 

190.8 

Similarly, for turbulent flow: 

c'C i 9 0 8 y/&TB) 
e c X 

where oC is the an6ulnr width for turbulent flow. 

Then, 

2 36,,400 k 36,400B ,<'2 
9( ,cvx (11) 
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where is tLe anu1ar width due to turbulence alone. 

Hence: 

oÇ 
s e i e e e e i . e s e C 12) 

Since the turbulence level Z is proportional to ç : 

t 
Z cÇt 

The constant, c, wss found by Schubauer (g p.4) to 

eoual 
i 

, Therefore: 
l.3 

z- - 
1.53 e e . . . e s . . (13) 

It should be noted that this nstrument does 

not completely cbaracterie the turbulence. It measures 

the intensity, but not the scale, or eddy size, of the 

turbulence. 

Procedure: Originally it was planned to 

collect condensate iidividual1y from five consecutive 

f±ns, subtending a total angle of 1800 to the 

direction of flow. The other five fins should, by 

the symmetry of the equipient, produce equivalent 

resulte. The cndensate from these fins was to be 

measured collectively as check on the other half of 

the tube. However, the initiai runs indicated that 

the presence of leaks or other dsturbinp factors were 

influencing the results of some particular fins. 

Therefore, two adjacent fins which ave anparently 

reliable and consistent results were uses for the final 
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eperirnentaï runs. 

A run was conducted tri te foiiowìrxp, manner: 

T]e tube was rotated to the desired posItion and the 

blower arid steam turned on. All. condensate lines 

were tben well bled with steam and allowed to fill 

with condensate. AIr velocity wa measured thirteen 

Inches upstream from the experimental sectIon with an 

Amor velorneter and the damper on the blower tnlet 

adjusted to jive the dero flow. The ste: presure 

was regulated at about 0.5 inch of water gase and the 

variac adjusted to rive a steam temperature of about 

218°F. The condensate collectIon rate was then allowed 

to reae equilibriun. Burette and level indicator 

readIngs were taken every minute, i'e. when collection 

was being made from the five individual and one 

collective fins, eacl: burette was read once evers six 

minutes , Bowever, when only two burettes were being 

used, each was read once eTery two minutes except 

nt low condensation rate (less than 0,7cc. uer minute) 

when readings were sometimez taken only once every 

two minutes, i.e. each burette was read once every 

four minutes. Ieadings were continued until at least 

20 CCe had been collected with no individual reading 

deviating more than 2% from the total collected, or 

i cc. with no Individual reading deviatthg more than 
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1 from the total collected. Tue smaller qarit1ty vins 

co1lectec when the condensatIon rate was so slow that 

time became important. (3tea viag avaIlable orly for 

&out nine hours, thus U.mltlng the time avaIlable for 

a complete traverse of the tube.) The tube was then 

rotated one position, allowed to reach equilibrium, 

arid the process repeated. Other measurements periodical- 

ly observed were: air temperature 13 inches upstream 

from the section, barometrIc pressure, relative 

humidity, air velocity 13 inches upstream from the 

;orking section, blower RPM, static pressure in the 

tunnel 3 feet ipetream from the working section, and 

stea: pressure and temperature. 

Turhulerce level measurements were ;:ade at the 

same point as the center line of the tube after the 

experimental runs by removing the exerImental tube 

and Inserting the hot wire Instrument at the top of 

the tunnel. The Instrument was rotated by hand, and 

the galvanometer deflections at various angles were 

noted From these date the t"rbulence level was 

determined. 

Calculations: The heat transfer results were 

calculated as Nusselt numbers for correlation with the 

Reynolds numbers and the turbulence levels. Tho local 



coeffIcients were calculated as Ing the heat loss 

due to radation was negligible and that no heat flowed 

around the periphery of the tube. These assumptions are 

justifiable when the accuracy of the resulte, probably 

rio greater than lOa, is considered. 

Then: Nu _ 
h 

kf 

h q 
4t 

q : (6O)(2.)* R0 = l2L3.4 R0, Btu/br. 

where R0 - condersation rate, oea/minute. Hence: 

kA t 

D 2.375 
12 

a 25.4 R0 

kf A At 

s 128.4 R0 D0 

lA 
0,198 ft. 

a a e a a a . (14) 

It rust be reiiembered that h is actually 

based on the total driving force from the condensing 

stea:, to the arbient air. All units are on the pound, 

hoir, foot, deCree Fahrenheit basis. 

The outside crea we's chosen as the basis for 

the calculations. The aren of fin numLer one was 0.02150 

square feet and that of number two 0.02020 square feet, 

herce the area could not be incorporated into the constant. 

The temperature at which k. was obtained was taken as the 

* 24 Btu/cc Heat of cond. of ates:: at 212°F. 
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arithmetical mean of t1e air tenperature and the tube 

wall teroerature. 
A s&r;ple calculation Is as follows: 

XUfl #40 ta ¿30 212 80 132°F 
J/1A tf 146 R o.ç)50 co/min. 

A - 0.0215 kf 0.01662 C 

(25.4) (0.50) - (0.01662)(0.0215)(132) 
The eynolds number was based on the outside 

diameter of the experimental tube and the velocity in 

the unohstrr'cted working section. The dens.ty and 

vIscosity of air at 75°F. were used for all cases, hence, 

R DV/ 0,« 
74 x 1021bs/ft3 

fi 1019 X 1021s/sec..ft, 

R (0,198)('7.4 X 102)V : 1 232 V e 
- 1.1gx105 

V velocity, ft/second 

The turbulence level was obtained from the 

angular width of a thermal wake behind a hot wire in 

the manner indicated In the discussion on the measurement 

of turbulence. 

The angular vrldth of the wae at one-half the 
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maxrxnhìi galvonometer deflection ws read from a plot 

of the experimental data, Figures 21 through 2. This 

angle vcIflS converted to percer.t turbulence by the 

following exression: 

¿ 
- - 

190.8 !c 
Sample Calculation: 

k « 0,01495 

V 1400 f pm 

P 7.4 x 

e 0.24 

x : 0.013 

'K: 6,5° 

(0 0)5)(60) 
..-.j_-- 

"<o 190.8 x 102)(0.240)(1400)(0.013) 

' zo 

r 
6.5)2_(3.3) 

.1 ¿ - 

1.53 1.53 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Four conditions were studied: (i) high 

velocIty with high turbulence, (2) high velocity with 

low turbulence, (3) low velocity with high turbulence, 

and (4) low velocity with low turbulence. The high 

velocIty was '6.5 feet per second and the low velocity 

28.8 feet per second, giving Reynolds numbers of 106,800 

and 35,500 respectively. Tbe high turbulence level 

was 27g, and tue low was 2.6. 

Table I presents the original experImental data 

of the final rurs.* Table II Is a tabulation of the 

calculated results Iridividual fin results are plotted 

in polar coordinates in izures 15 through 18. Figuie 

l is a rectangular coordinate plot of the local heat 

transfer coefficients for each of the four conditions. 

The effect of 1ncreasiri the turbulence and/or 

te Reynolds number ori the average Nusselt number compares 

favorably with the extrapolated curve of Comings et. 

al (3 p.1079) as shown by FIgure 20. 

The variation in the results of two fIns for 

the same position was as great as l5 from the mean 

* The data of numerous preliminary runs msde to determine 
final operating techniques are not included. 
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EXPERILEIJTAL DATA 

TABLE I 

Angular 
Location 
DeCrees 
From Temp. Rate of 

Run Front Fin Tu.rb. Air Condensation 
No, of Tube No. Velocity Lvel 0F c.c./min. 

30 324-360 2 86.5 27% 80 1.042 
30 0-36 1 '36.5 27% 80 0.950 
30 036 2 86.5 27% 80 0.998 
30 36-72 1 86.5 27% 80 0.854 
31 0-36 2 86.5 21% 76 1.018 
31 36-72 1 86.5 27% 8 0.682 
31 36-72 2 86.5 21% 'rk' 0.93 
31 72-106 1 66.5 27% 'ri 0.768 
31 72-108 2 86.5 2'?% 'i 0.823 
31 103.444 1 86.5 27% 'r 0.650 
31 l0-144 2 86.5 27% 76.5 0.721 
31 144-180 1 86.5 27% 78.5 0.566 
31 144l80 2 86.5 27% 79 0.653 
31 l8C)-216 1 66 .5 27% 79 0.556 
32 144-180 2 86.5 27% 76 0.703 
32 180-216 1 86.5 27% 76 0.610 
32 180.216 2 86.5 27% 77 0.714 
32 216-252 1 86.5 27% '77 0.716 
32 216-252 2 66.5 27% 76.5 0.70 
32 252-288 1 36.5 27% 76.5 0,805 
32 252-285 2 86.5 27% 77 0.899 
32 288.-324 1 86.5 27% 77 0.938 
32 288324 2 86.5 27% 77 1.030 
32 324-.360 1 86.5 27% 77 1.038 
32 324-360 2 86.5 27% '77 1.104 
32 0-36 1 86.5 27% 'r 1.021 
32 0-36 2 86,5 27 77 1.054 
32 36-.72 1. 86.5 27 77 0.888 
32 36-72 2 86.5 27T 76.5 0.948 
32 72-108 1 86.5 27% 76.5 0.741 
33 72-108 2 86.5 27% 72 0.865 
33 108-144 1 86.5 27% 92 0.690 
33 108-144 2 86.5 27% 74.5 0.766 



TABLE I f coritthued) 

- t - - -. - 
Angula ' 
Location 
DegreeE3 
From Temp. Rate of 

Run Front Fin Turb, Air Condnsatton 
o. of Tube No. Velocity Level OF c.c./min. 

T3:- - 144-.180 i 86.5 2% 74.5 0.562 
33 144.-160 2 86.5 27% '76.5 0.685 
33 l80..216 i 86.5 27 76.5 0.560 
34 324-360 2 288 27% 81 0.530 
34 0-36 2 28.8 27% 81 0.486 
4 O..36 28.8 27% 79.5 0.515 

34 36-72 2 28.8 27% '79.5 0.429 

34 36-72 1 28.8 27% 79 0.452 
34 72-108 2 28.8 27% 0.333 
35 72-72 2 28.0 27,g 76.5 0.461 
35 72-108 1 28.8 27% 7'7.5 0.372 
35 72-108 2 26.8 27% r' 0.404 
55 1O-144 1 28.8 27% 77 
36 72-108 2 28.8 27% 78.5 0.340 
36 108-1 1 28,8 2% 79.5 0.327 

36 l08-144 2 28.8 27% '79 0.314 
36 144-180 1 28.8 27% 0.297 
36 144-180 2 28.8 27% 79 0.290 

36 180-216 1 26.8 27% 79 0.285 
3? 324-360 2 8-:3.5 2.6% 72 0.805 
37 0-36 1 86.5 '72 0.603 
37 0-36 2 86.5 2.6 75 0.698 
37 36-72 1 86.5 2.6 75 0.570 
37 36-72 2 86.5 2.6w 74.5 0.683 
37 72-108 1 8.5 2,6% 74.5 0.525 
37 72..108 2 16.5 2.6% 75 0.680 
3p7 10B144 i 86.5 2.6% 75 0.596 
37 l:B-144 2 86.5 2.6% 76.5 0.786 
37 144-180 1 86.5 2.6% 76,5 0.716 
37 144-180 2 86.5 2.6 76.5 0.913 
3'? 180-216 1 86.5 2.6% 76.5 0.734 
37 180-216 2 86.5 2.6% 76 0.840 
37 216252 3. 86,5 2.6% 76 0.601 
37 216-252 2 86.5 2.6 76 0.683 
37 252-288 3. 86.5 2.6% 76 0.405 
37 252-238 2 86.5 2.6% 78 0.544 
37 288-324 1 86.5 2.6% 76 0.531 



TABLE 
T 

(continued) 

guI 
LocatIon 
Degrees 
Fom Temp. Rate of 

Run Front Fin Thrb. Air Condensation 
Io, of Tube o. Ve1ocit Level Opi c.c./mln. 

38 324-360 2 23.5 2.65. 75 0.384 
38 O-3e i 2.5 2.6% 75 O.33 
38 0-36 2 20.5 2.6% p6.5 0.413 

38 3672 i 28.5 2.6% '76.5 0.260 
38 36-72 2 28.5 2.6% 75 0.278 

38 72-108 3. 28.5 2.6% 76.5 0.212 
38 72-108 2 2b.5 2.6% 76.5 0.249 

38 10-l44 1 28.5 2.6% 76.5 0.2& 
38 108-144 2 28.5 2.6% 9'? 0.338 
33 144-180 1 28.5 2.6% 77 0.310 
38 144-180 2 28.5 2.6% 77 0.418 

38 i0-2l6 3. 20.5 2.6% 77 0.300 



cALCTTLATED RESTTLTS 

TABLE II 

Loci Nuselt Thiinber Average 

Htm Reynolds Turb. Fin DeVrees of ube Thise1t 

No. Wuziber Level No. 18° 54° 900 16° 1620 I 234 2700 306° 3° NuJTlber 

30 1O6,)O 27% 1 508 450 600 

30 106,890 27% 2 575 
31 1O6,80 27% 1 462 405 342 302 2?9 

31 10,800 27% 2 567 526 463 412 372 
32 106,800 27% 1 536 460 383 319 376 424 495 547 

32 106,800 27% 2 532 394 402 443 505 605 624 

33 106,600 27% 1 350 289 294 

33 106,800 27% 2 470 423 384 268 

Average vi1ies runs 30-33: 
1 522 464 3)6 345 296 304 37iL 424 418 
2 530 530 466 41' 334 402 443 505 606 624 495 

Ava, 1 and 2 551 497 431 381 340 353 409 464 551 585 456 

34 35.500 27% 1 263 230 174 
34 35,500 27% 2 296 259 307 

35 3,500 27% i ie 158 
35 35,500 27% 2 258 227 
36 35,500 27% 1 174 158 153 
36 35,500 27% 2 104 180 171 

Average ví1ues rnn 34-36: 
1 263 230 185 166 158 153 201 

2 26 258 211 180 171 307 221 

vg. I arid 2 270 244 128 173 165 153 307 211 



CALCUlATED RESULTS 

TABLE II (continued) 

Local usselt Number Average 

Run Reynolds T'urb, Fin *Degrges Pr8m Front of Tube 1usse1t 
Number 

No. Ninher Level No. 180 54° 90° 126 162 i3 2340 27O 3O6 3420 

3 106,300 2.6% 1 346 295 272 308 376 384 313 259 2B2 318 
37 106,800 2.6% 2 386 377 378 441 511 469 380 308 435 403 

Average 1 and 2 366 336 325 374 443 426 347 384 282 435 360 

38 35,500 .6% 1 204 136 111 119 163 158 147 

38 35,500 2.6% 2 232 156 140 186 235 219 190 

Average 1 and 2 218 146 126 152 199 158 219 168 



HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 

DISTRIBUTION 

Re 106800 27% Turbulence 

FIGURE 15 

Direction of -- rin INO. 

Flow 



Re 106800 2.6% Turbulence 

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
DIS TRIBUTION FIGURE 16 

ii 
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Re 35500 27% Turbulence 

Fin No. I - - Fin No. 2 

FIGURE 17 

Direction of 

Flow 

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 

DISTR I BUT ION 
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of' the two1 In order to tho whetber ti1s var:taton 

woo the result of ari error In the ftri aree mea r;urernent, 

tine results were converted to ratios of the NuseIt 

number for a given fin at any rng1e to the Nus2elt 

number of that fin at 18 degrees. By tbi proce 

errors in area cancel out. The ratios thus obtained 

are shown in Table III. They vary as much as 10% from 

the meah, indicating some other cause for the discrepancy. 

W1.th same fIn, resnits could be repro&iced to about 

5d /0 a 

At low turbulence levels, Figures 15 and 17, 

the usselt number decreases from the front to a 

minimum at the SidOS, Increasing toward the rear. At 

the high turbulence levels, Figures 14 and 16, the 

Nuselt number shows a steady decrease from a 

at the front to a minimum in the rear. ience It is 

seen that abwrma11y high turbulence levels produce a 

pronounced change in the normal distrIbution or the 

individual heat trancfer coefficients. 

The behavior at low turbulence levels is readily 

explained by the boundary layer theory. The increased 

resistance at the eides is caused by the building up 

of the boundary layer, and decreased resIstance at the 

rear as the result of turbulent swirls and eddies 



COMPARISON OF LOCAL NUSSELT NUMBERS 
OF TWO FINS BY RATIOS 

TABLE III 

Conditions Re 106,800 Re Re 35,500 Re 35,500 of Rti Turb.level 2.6 ub.1eve1. 27 Ttb.1eve1 2.6 Turb.level 27» 

Angle from Nu No. @ An1e Nu No. @ Angle Nu No. Angle Nu No. Anglo 
front of u No. No. . 18P . 180 
tube Pin #1 Fin #2 #1 Pin #2 Fin #i îin #2 Fjn#I Pin #2 

18 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

54 0.85 0.98 0.88 0.91 0.67 0.67 0.88 0.87 

90 0.78 0.98 0.76 0.81 0.55 0.60 0.'71 0.71 
126 0.39 1.14 O.6 0.72 0.59 0.81 0.63 0.61 

162 1.08 1.2 0.57 0.66 0.O 1.01 0.60 0.58 
198 1.10 1.21 0.58 0.60 0.78 0.58 
234 0.90 0.99 0.72 0.76 

270 0.75 0.80 0.31 0.88 
303 0.81 0.95 1.04 

342 1.13 1.2 1.06 0.94 1.04 
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formed by separation of the bouridarj 1aer. 

The high turbulence res1t are not so 

readily explicable. The followlng, possible ex- 

planations may be pt forth: (i) The 1ritensty of 

turbulence in the stream about the tthe s so great 

tit the ve1oc1ty vectors tri all directions are a 

fairly large fraction of the main strearì velocity. 

(2) The intensity of tu.rbulènce of the streari around 

tl)c tube aroaches that produced In the wa1e of the 

tube. (3) The turbulent xnalristream appears to sweep 

the boundary layer toward the rear of the tube before 

separation occurs, No claim is made for any of these 

hypothesis. 

Sitice the experimental data obtained is too 

iucomplote arid riot suffIciently reproducible, fuTther 

experiments with varying intensity of turbulence should 

he made before definite conclusions cari be drawn. 

It mitht be noted that increasIng the Reynolds 

number from 35,500 to 106,800 bad little effect on the 

shape of eIther distribution curve. 
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C O GLUSI ONS 

1. The results shoe that 'bnorma11y iri 

turbulence substartlaily changes t]e normal hea 

traisfer coefficient dIstribution about cr11nder 

nor:n1 to :rn air Ztrea1. minuimum coffîc1ent 

occurred at the rear of the tube Instead of at t1c 

side and gridua11y increased to a maximum at the 

front. 

2. The individual heat transfer coefficient 

distrbut1on about a tube normal to an air stream 

f1ow1r; at low turbulence was found to be similar 

to that of prevIous invetiators, i.e. the heat 

transfer coefficient passe5 thrQugh a minimum at the 

sides. 

3. The average heat transfer coefficient at a 

Reynolds number of 106,820 was augmented 26% by an 

increase in the turbulence f'om 2.6 to 27. At a 

Reynolds number of 35,500 there was a 25% increase 

for a lIke turbulence change. 

4, An increase in the Reynolds number at 2.G% 

turbulence increased the averare Nuss cit number from 

169 to 457 hut did not change the nature of the 

coefficient distribution. This agrees vdth previous 

correlations as does the comparable results at 27% 
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NOMEI'WLATTJRE 

A - heat transfer area, sq. ft. 

B z eddy conductivity 

Gp : specific heat, Btu per lb., °F 

D : diameter of exer1rnenta1 tibe, outside, ft. 
h local heat transfer coefficIent, Btu per hr., 

sq. ft., °F. 

h : individual heat tranfer coeficent, stesz side, 

Btu per br., sq. ft., Opt 

hò = indIvidual heat transfer coefficIent, boundary 

layer, Btu per hr., sq. ft., 0F. 

k = thermal conductivity, Btu per hr., sq. ft., 0F 

per ft. 
q : rato of heat transfer, Btu per hr. is heat 

trcnsferred by radiation 
t temperature, °F. ta : temperature of air, 

t5 temperature of steam 

= temperature difference °F between condensing 

steam in experiments]. section nnd air t5 - 

T z temperature, °R 

u local air velocities in direction of flow. u 

at point a, ub at point b. 

u overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu per hr. 

sq. ft. °F 
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued) 

y instantaneous velocity vector, ir - that of 

basic movenont and Vt that of the fluctuating 

velocity. Subscripts x, y, and z refer to 

direction 

: velocity of main air stream, ft, per a*c. 

z distance between thermocouple and hot Wire, tet 

: turbulence level, percent 

Re Feyrolds tiumber g 

ft 
Nu : Nusselt number * hD 

l:f 

measured angle of turbulence 

angle due to heat transfer by conduction 

"Ç corrected angle of turbulence 

l2 absorptivity 

E- emissivity 

P: density of air, lbs. per eu. ft. 

/1 viscosity of air, lb. per ft. Soc. 

kinematic viscosity of air, sq. ft. per sec. 
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THEO}IES OF TURBULENT FLOW 

Osborn Reynolds was the first to attempt 

to describe the nature of turbulence. By considering 

t:e instantaneous velocity vector as the vector sum 

of two different velocIties, V and y', the first the 

tIme average and the second the fluctuatIn( velocity, 

and combining with the basIc 1avier-Stokes eqvatlon 

and the eqvations of continuity, he obtoined the 

followIng eqvatlort for one coordInate directIon 

7 (4r) 
Loe. Jy 

___ - ____ 7 

¿ .1 J 

Two similar equations are obtained for t.-e other two 

coordinate directions. 

Note the presence of the terms - 2 - 2 
V, Vt X) 7i 

..2 --_______ ________ ________ 
V ) V 1Ît V' 11' V' Vt which. aro combined 

Z) Z x 

by Kariiian to Ive the coeffIcient of correlation, 

V' xv,7 
2) (v') 

X 

previously mentioned. 

Prandtl's Mixing Length: In an effort to define the 

axial Velocity component y' transported by cross- 

current motion, Pranc3tl introduced his concet 
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of a mixing length as the cross-current distance a 

particle could travel wher, anImated by a cross-current 
impulse. That is, he rensoned that a fluid particle 

traveltn across the flow would cause a fluctuation 
at its destInation proportIonal to the distance 

traveled, 1, and the mean velocity gradient, hence: 

y' -'.._ i dv' 
X 

For reasons of continuity, 

V' \- vi 
y 

and hence the intensity of turbulent shear is: 

- 
0 y' vt 

X y 

Combining (16) and (18): 

i P'2( v')( V' 
'i y (Jy) 

(,r 
e a . e e 

Incorporating the proportionality constant in 1: 

7,i2(_2ZL& 'X) : /l2(_V'xJ2 
( ¿y) () '4 y' 

A correlation is now aoparent between the 

mixiri length and the eddy viscosity - , which is by 

defInition: E : 7- : fi2 
? i 

ai 
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By combining Prandtl's eqt'ation with the 

general linear stress distribution law (for a circular 

conduit) a velocity distribution equation is obta1ned: 

T: r0 (1 /r0 ) * /l2(2V!Xj2 ......(22) 

- . 

ince , the dimension of Is 

velocty. Hence Prandtl termed this group the friction 

velocity, u,.: 

- 

e..... f24) 

Although Prandtl?s concept serves s a bosi 

for physIcal understanding, it is not rgorous. Taylor 

attempted to improve the concept by consïdering 

vorticlty transfer rather than momentum transfer. 

Taylor obtained: 

- 
?fr I 

/c;7ü1 
- 

,...(25) 

where w rewesents the vorticity fluctuation and 1 

denotes the transferso path in the vorticity transfer. 

The Work of Von Karman: In an attempt to 

further study the pattern of turbulent flow, Karman 

intrc(iced the velocity defIciency concept. 
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velocity deficiency is the difference between the 

maximum velocity of the flow pattern and the actual 

veloolty at 'riy point. 

Karrn reeoned that the deficiency velocity 

abould he a function of the friction velocity and the 

relative distance only: 

O . 

J 4L 
He further reasoned that the flow pattern 

was euch that at any two points the factors reapon- 

si1e for turbulence would oe similar and. differ 

only in ocalee. For scales he selected Prndtl'a 

mixing length aa the length fctor, snd since the 

time scale is dependent on the velocity scale, he 

selected the succesaive deviations of the velocity 

profile as representative of the other factor. He 

thus arrived at the relations 

_J / y____ 

. . . . s 



substituting equation (20), 

z 
7- 
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combining with equation (22) for a cIrcular pIpe, 

7 

7- = ?;(i) 'k L;-i) 
i (22) 

o ¡,)Zyt 
j .... 

Q)7J j 

rearranging and substItting u : 

7i)ç 
(-) . . 

. (29) 

which upon integration gives the equation for 

the velocity deficIency In a circular pipe: 

s * e I (30) 

TCarinan later mede a rore rIorous analysIs 

and obtained the follovtng relation: 

iz T-;- 

- 
#pjJ+() 

e e I .(31) 
,,t 

L''T 
_J_J= >:ii 

n () 
;;y,7 V,: 
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Reading from left to right, equation (31) 

states that minus the net rn,te of inoreace in turbulent 

energy a a result of turbulent convection pluß the work 

done by the apparent shering stresa equale the rte of 

energy dissi.ation through viscous action within the 

eddies. 

The left aide of equation (32) te a measure of 

the net rate of increace in eddy rtictty and the right 

side represents the rate of (iasipation of eddy vorticity 

through viacous shear. 
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